OFFICE OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER, PWD RAJASTHAN, JAIPUR


CIRCULAR-

Presently major road works are in progress across the State under National Highways Development Project (NHDP) as well as RIDCOR is also developing roads of International Standards. Moreover NHAI is also doing Four lane/Six lane of roads under BOT Scheme. The latest technology as well as latest machineries and Tools & Plants are being used in construction of these roads.

Therefore it is enjoined upon all the Additional Chief Engineers, Superintending Engineers and Executive Engineers should visit these roads and discussions may be held with the concerned Project Directors of ongoing works about the advanced technology used for the construction of these roads.

Assistant Engineers and Junior Engineer should also be involved in visits/discussions so that their knowledge is also enhanced and updated. After sharing experience and having interaction with concerned authorities, visiting officers are requested to submit the complete report along with the suggestions about use of latest technologies for construction as well as upgradation of roads going on under the State Government schemes.

CHIEF ENGINEER, PWD RAJASTHAN, JAIPUR

Copy to the following for information and necessary action:-
1) PS to Hon'ble PWM Govt. of Rajasthan, Jaipur.
2) Pr. Secretary to Govt., PWD Rajasthan, Jaipur.
3) Chief Engineer (Roads)/(NH) PWD Rajasthan, Jaipur
4) Addl. Chief Engineer, PWD Zone (All)
5) Superintending Engineer, PWD Circles (All)
6) Executive Engineer, PWD Divisions (All)
7) Sr.PA to CE/R/NH/ All SEs/EEs in CE office.
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